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I am very happy to be here again this year and I thank you:for

changing the schedule to accommodate the conflict of events that made

it necessary. It gives me-great pleasure to share the research

finding4-ofjay colleague, Dr. Kathy Hirsh-Pasek, and myself with all

of you who are working so hard to improve the reading skills of deaf

people.

Are you aware that as of /981, 14% of all the reading prograMs Osad /

in schools of the deaf are basal, "phonics)' prOgrams1 (HaSenstab A

,McKenzie119811 Bockmiller & Coley11.981). This is a:fact worth

reflection. The very foundation of these phoniCs prOgraMs

the skill with which the dea*f have the Ieast proficiency -

print to sound. Kathy and are continually amazed that any deaf

rests on

mapping

soUnd -based te'xt. Whileperson is ever taught: to read an alphabetic

much, research in reading of deaf people has

skills that the deaf are lacking,'wa have focused our research on,

deaf individuals who have mastered the system and

focused on all those

become good .

le" to determine the-strategies that succeSsful deaf

to compensate for their lack of sound. We believe this

readers. .Our aim

readers use

approach-will lead

proces; itself.,We

us into a deaper understanding of the reading

believe we will be able rio use our find4rias to
_

develop and validate instructional Methodt that'Will help Other deaf

people become better readerS.'



Today I will focus on one strategy that we have found successful deaf-

readers do tend to use, the visual analysis of print into what we

call morphological units: the analysis of words like JOYFUL into its

component parts of JOY and FULL.

The talk will proceed in four main parts:

(1) First, I will discuss briefly the current status of reading

,process theories and quettions raised by these theories.

(2) ,Second, I will out ho14 the information\that has'been

collected from deaf readers has begun to flesh out Ihes theoriet and

to raise more questions about what goes on the reading process.

(3) Third, I will focus on one

morphological analysis. I will

that develop through a visual

reading success.

(4) Fourth, I

morphOlOgioal

,,, for those who

atpect of the deaf readikg research

argue that the word analIysis skills

will point

d iet ive of

out the theoretical relevanc

research and the practical implications

teach reading to deaf people.

of"our

this work

2,



Let'me begin with a discussion of the reading process.' How do we read

a simple sentence such as the one in Table 1? Me bought:a beautiful

new refrigerator.) By now, you have: probably read the sentence and

comprehended-it. There are a number of processes that you used:When

you read the sentence as quickly as you did. You made a visual

analysis of the printed letters. )65u analyzed the relationships
a

between the concepts that were represented. And you comprehended the

individual words. You'could not read the,sentence at all if you did

not grasp the meanings of the individual words.

An enormous amount o research on how people read and comprehend

conclusion that translating

learning to-read. Thi is bad

reading is not just a matter

individual words has resulted in the

print into sound is indispensable to

'news for the deaf. Yet we all know that

of translating Print into sound without attention to .visual details.

If we process through sound,alone

sounds perfecally good, should pose no problem for-the-reader: Chute

inn the haul.- The faCt that it does pose a prot4em suggests
1/.

.that we attend to the visual

tie following sentence which

symbols. Thus researchers came

dual theory of 4"6ading like the onerepresented:in 3.

posit



Today, most endorse a dual process theory of reading with sound

translation as a necessary component in learning to read and as an

auxilliary proCess.in fluent `:reading. The visual r6ute is-thought to

be organized around W:lole'visual,words (Smith 1971)- Hence, this

process modeliffers a theoretical backdrOp for the debate between

whble word and phonic methods of teaching reading.

While this model--does bring psychological processing in line with

educational tradition, there seems to

and reread the sentence ir Table 1.

and visually

q f words

two separate units BEAUTY and

be something missing. Look back:'

Do we really sound Jur some Words

othes'? I doubt it. We can.also realize the

like beautiful and note that it derived from

FUL. This missing link bekmes apparent

when we examine the composition

1970) and otheit"s have pointed

of

out

As Chomsky

our writing system or orthography

our writing system.

is not exolusivslY alPhabetio or sound based. Nor is it fixated on

whole,words. Rather; it contains a-morphologidal component that

encodes linguistically rich

combinat ion to generate new words. For example, take the oft cited-

wordS and
. .

word parts that%attt'.in

4.



/word pairs TELEGRAPH and TELEGRAPHY. Were our writing system totally

/ alphabetic, the latter would be spelled T-E-L-A-G-R-A-P-H-Y . Here we

abandon the alphabetic representation. P4t we also abandon whole word

representation, for all of you probably attended to the relevant word

parts TELE,and GRAPH and Y that are productive, visually represented

'units of meaning in our language. That is,- you note:that TELE apPcarS

in words like TELEPHONE,- TELECOMMUNICATION, etc.

Before examining how this .morphological information might fit into a

model of the reading process, we need to understand the linguistics

of the morphology and consider why such a route might prove important

to the dead reader. Morphology is defined as the study of thd

structure of words and the rules that govern 'their' uses. By way

example, the ending ER is a very productive one in our language

is one that transforms,verbs like FARM and TEACH into nouns like

FARMER and TEACHER.

There are several types of morphological variables:in thejanguage.

The fit-St division is betweenANFLECTIONAL

morphology. Inflectional morphology includes

DERIVATIONAL

endings :like i\NG_for

DRIVE" into DRIVING or 8 transforming "The-firl is" into "The girls

have to do with tense marking or verbre." Inflectional endings

agreement and all are governed by the syntax of the language.



Derivational endings,- in contrast, are not boUnd:by sentence

structure. Rather, they transforM-words from onw word class into

another word crass a example TEACH/TEACHER._

There are twd types of derivational endings: word boundary and

morpheme boundary endingt. Word boundary endings are German in origin

and incllude examplE:s like those in Table of your handout. -Morpheme

boundary endings tend to be French in Origin. Word'Oundary endings

do not cause stress changes - nor do they; resultant .,spelling

changes in the base words. Try for example encamp,- encampment, fair

- fairly. Morpheme boundary items, however often cause shifts in

pronunciation and4r, in the spi6iiing of the base.wod: relate -

relative.

The questions that Kathy and I have persued,are:

a) In the absence' of a sound-basedeoute, do deaf individ a

it useful to translate print into another mode?

.b) Can deaf reader's

sound-based translation?

learn to read without

c) Might deaf individuals. comperPate for tf-keir lack of sou through

increased sensitivity to.the visual information in -the

Perhaps deaf people

than do readers who

abstract these cues and make more

print

use of them



Our research has three

1.14e have 'studied whether deat people are sensitive `to the

morphologyin

2, :Do deaf people

knowledge in the act

Can

reading?

training

ual process of reading?

in mophologicalskiIls help improve vocabulary and

Last year at this meeting, I presented the preliminary results to our

first quest Are, deaf people consciously aware Of morphological

components in English?,We studied 17 second generation deaf adults

and 17 hearing controls matched fOr'reading level. I do not have time

review the three experiments, but I can report on our Major

findfngs.

First,

o the

today. to

we have overwhelming evidence that

morphological information represented in the writing system-

deaf, readerS are sensitliVe

4

Second, deaf. readers seem to be more sensitive to this knowledge than

are average,hearing readers who can default to a sound translAtibn,

word' analytis skills. in deaf develop through attention t

visual properties of the writing PYstem» Our readers were not

Third,

translating words into sign language.

Fourth, deaf readets err on spelling change words and do not show

evidence o attention soundto syllabic

subjects are swayed by potent ial,' sound information.

or based information. Hearin



While these results take us a long way towards understanding how the
. .

deaf reader might go from print to meaning, it does not give us the

relationship between visual analysis and reading Competence.. We know

people can use thiS knOwledge,but we don't know if they do use it.

(3)

Today report on pilot data that Kathy and have just finished

analyzing that begins to give us some exciting information in this".

area. I am reporting on a. Study that attempts to determine if pe6ple

actually do analyze words in on-line reading. Our SubjeCts were 12

congenitally deaf, second generation signers with a reading levelof

'6.64 on the Stanford.. OUr hearing contr Is were 7th'and

from a public school in Philadelphia who were/matched for

6th graders

reading

level. In our data analysis split both groups in half-to form. high

and low reading-f\grOups: The experiment was conducted using an-ApPle

IIe mici-ocornputeend a certified interpreter was AlWays present.":

Our experiment was probe experiment and Our measure was the speed

of reaction time to Pertain, stimuli Subjects were told that they

would see 100 sentences of .(Table 5)

-men:

He took t e,pigment,..t6 the

Abjects

this type:

a. paint store

. UMbrella::

were_told hat -ment was the target and that they were to

found the letter4s "meat 'the sentence. The

Words did not appear on the Screen. When subJects

push a button when. they

choice of ending

Were ready to pick an-ending they pushed AnOther button And the

8.



completion choices appeared alone on the screen. Reaction.times were

measured at

rhe logic behind the experiment led us to expect that subjects would

find the -ment faster in a derived word such as payment because ther,
,

was a

to f'

Morpheme boundarY there. We expected that it would take.longer.

derivatiOnall:endinT.in a thatwas

hypothesis .is correct the difference sccire''which is

control sentence less test sentence should be positive

zero difference in processing

both are being proCessed as

0.§melt. if
calculated

word not derived such as

and ,Signifiecantly greaterthan zero. :A

pigment and payment Would indicate that

We-presented the sentences wkithout ending words so that subjects

would be .forced to read for comprehensi and not just be abl4 to

scan for letter pa ternsrecOgnition. We ch eked to be sure, that

earl'ingS offali words that were used:. The sentence

andom order and we used a,variety of endings of
___2---

frequenci were,equated for control items and

subjects knew

test items

At this time we have.analyzed the data,f2the derived

boundary and

endings, wor

MorRheme boundary. We find\that subjects are decolpp i g

3,



word boundary jtemslike PAYMENT't(11)=I.A6:

not decomposing mopheme boundary items. (SLIDE) . There is

but that they are

a,

Significant difference in the performance: of word boundary vs

morpheme'' boundary itmes overall F(10.0)=24'.:31. .01. It appears. that

dtaf subjects store word bOundary items ,as base9wordoolus ending (ee.

PAYMENT .i.;4's PAY MENT) but that they do, not do 0-4 samewith the

morpheme boundary items"

We found that one morpheme brndary item was causing particular

difficulty;- even for our 40;:i readers, It was the only item that

'went in the wrong direction it was thI ending AGE. On closer

nspection we realized, that the source: of the difficulty, lay

testWords, the only woos in our experiment that

change. As we had noticed in the word !analysis tas

involfved a spelling,

k, deaf rea ers

were extremely 1.si:sitive to spelling changes. Withoutithe' AGE eliding

we found that our high readers showed evidence of word analYsis with'

both mdrpheme and word boundary endings,,but that' the Lou readers

showed analysis With the word boundary types only. So _it Seems that

engage in 0Sual wOrda..alysis while reading. 'They

do so predominately for fheprOduCtiveword boundary.endings that do

change. This r sulti4 congittent with

(Bradl l978;' Garrett, 1975; Freyd



Word analysis can occur while reading for moaning and it seems to

separate the good from the poor readers. When we compare hearing and

deaf subjects, we find no overall significant differences. We do find ,

significant differences between the low hearing and the,low deaf on

word boundary items however. (SLIDE). Note that lowriif readers

score Significantly higher t(10)=1.6, p(.10..It appears that the

morpheme bOuridary words are especially difficult for the low deaf

readers and we suspect that the diff.iculty here arises because these

'endings so often cause:' spelling changes in' their bases.

Our results seem to indicate. that subjectscan analyze morpheme

structure while reading and this analysis relates to reading success.

Further thIS ability to analyze morphemes is highly linked to visual

sensitivity and visual Analysis.--This.is precisely the -are in which

deaf readers -- whose senSitivity to visual-information is apparent

in their spelling scores -- can excel.



(4)

What do we see as the practical implications of our work? The next

phase of our research involves designir, training programs with the

hope that some practical teaching methods will be proved successful.

Since 50% of the criticisms against current deaf curriculum focus on

vocabulary (Hasenstab & McKenzie11981), our purpose will be to help

develop methods that will make deaf students more independent word

learners. For every word that a child learns,' it is estimated that

there are an average of one to three additional related words that

should also be understandable. Just how many

the child's skill at 'using context and morphlOgical,rialet.(Nagy A

Anderson, 19£14). Anderson & Freebody

readers in middle grades actively apply morphologiCal

figure out net words. Freyd & Baron 01981) have shown that better

readers make use of morphological knowledge in learning new words.

One of'the first things that we would consider carefully are'the

words to be introduced io Students. Most vocabulary lists are

constructed from frequency w6r=d lists. The iilost frequent words are,

-usually_taught first. Howe:ter, it is from the less frequent words

that we find derivediwords. F't^6:qUency-should'not be the only
/

criterion for creating vocabulary lists. New64ords should probably be

introduced as families. In our training studies we intend: /



Reevaluate current vocabulary lists and introdFe new words in

families. For that end we will ask students t'lCractice:

a) exercises in which students identify co ,ywords and their

morphemes.

b) exercises in which students classify the

inflectional or derivationah

suftixes as to type e.

c) exercises in wftch students classify suffixe o whether they

cause spelling/sound change6 in the base, i.e. -mess

d) exercises in which students change words -fronicOne

another, i.e., teach - teacher, nation - national

e) reading passages

of how to apply context

vs --itY.

word class

using protocols to help focus\,Students'. awareness

rules tofigure,out the

meanings of new words, Teacher

actual rading-in which an unknown

In conclusion Kathy and I are convinced that Turther'work in
)

morphologic'' development in deaf students is especially important,2

area in which deaf students may compensate for

gre;3ter use of visual analysis. V,

\\

ry



THE USE OF MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS.BY SKILLED DEAF READERS

HANDOUT

Kathy Hirsh-Pasek,
SWarthmore:C011ege
Pamela Freyd,
The Greenfield School

The talk will aroceed.in four main parts:

(1) First, I will discuss briefly the'current status of reading.

process,theories and on Questions raised by these theories..

12) Second, I Will Outline how the information that:04s Open

collected -from deaf readers has begun to flesh out theteHthSories
,

and

to raise more Questions About What-oOeS on readit=ip

(3) Third, I will focus on one aspect of the deaf readinu research -

Mor01-01o0cal analysis. I will araue that the word analysis skills

develoQ through a visual analysis of print are predictive of

success.

(.4? FOiirth, 1 will point out the theoretical releVahce of_our

morpholbgical research-and-thp-PraCiiCsal implications of this Work
_ _

,

fc'Dt4 those who teach reading to 'deaf people.



THE USE OF MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS PY :3KILLED DEAF READERS

HANDOUT
'f\\

Kathy. Hirsh-7Pasek
SWarthmore College
PamelaFreyd, Ph. D.,
The Greenfield .Schpol

Table 1: An example
He bought a beautiful new

Table 2: An example
CHUTE HYMN INN THE HAUL

Table 3: A dual process theory of reading

-01'

,00
9

print meaning

Table 4:

inflection

ing
ed

morpheme boundary, word 4001-104ry

al ment
le ster
age er

'en ly
sh



`,

Table 5: READING TASK Sample Sentence

rin In 1--

He brought the pigment to the
payment

Table READING TASK Item Analysis

hi/lo comparison for word boundary

d scores in msec

word type

word bbundary morpheMe boundary

hi (6) R 351 13.5
s 481 622

vs morpheme boundary

lo (6) 7 714
S. 1314

Table 7: Applications

-245
904

1) Reevaluate current vocabulary liSts and Introduce new words in families.

2) Practice exercises.in which students identify complex words and-their morphemes.

3) Practice exercises in which students claisify the suffixes as to type i.e.

inflectional or derivational.

4) Practice exercises in which students classify suffixes as to whether they cause

spelling/sound changes in the base. i.e. ness vs ity

5) Practice exercises in which students change words,from one word class to

another. i.e. teach - teacher; nation - national

6) Practice with reading passages using protocols tQ help focus students

awareness of how to apply context and morphological rules to figure out the

meanings of new words.

7) Practice exercises in which the teacher aiodels an .4,:iooach to figure out

meaning of new words using morphological analysis.'
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